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Adding a non-traded good to the model

Consider a simple extension of the model to include non-traded goods. The presence of non-traded goods
allows for systematic deviations from PPP. Suppose the utility function is de…ned over aggregate consumption, as before, where aggregate consumption is a function of traded and non-traded consumption. Then,
the aggregate price index P is a function of traded and non-traded goods prices, Pt = !(PtT ; PtN ); where !(
) is an increasing function of PtT and PtN and is homogeneous of degree one. PtT and PtN are the domestic
prices of tradable and nontradable goods. Also let PtT and PtN denote their foreign country equivalents.
For traded goods, the law of one price holds, i.e. PtT = Et PtT : Let’s normalize PtT = 1: The nominal
exchange rate is then given by
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=
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Here 1=!(1; PtN =PtT ) = qt is the real exchange rate. In this example, the real exchange rate is solely a
function of the relative price of non-traded goods. The price level is determined from the money market
equilibrium condition

Mt
Pt

= L(it+1; igt+1 ); where Mt is nominal money supply in terms of domestic currency,

and L is real money demand de…ned in terms of the aggregate consumption good. Substituting this into the
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expression for the nominal exchange rate gives
Mt
qt :
L(it+1; igt+1 )

Et =

^ t+1; ig ) PtT =Pt =
Note that money demand can be written as L(it+1; igt+1 ) = L(it+1; igt+1 ) Pt =PtT PtT =Pt = L(i
t+1
g
g
^
^
L(it+1; i )qt : Here L(it+1; i ) is real money demand denominated in terms of traded goods, which is what
t+1

t+1

we have in the model. This allows us to re-write the expression for the nominal exchange rate as
Et =

Mt
:
^ t+1; ig )
L(i
t+1

This expression implies that the nominal exchange rate is a function of nominal money supply and real
money demand in terms of traded goods. This is the same expression as we have in the paper.
Next, consider the aggregate price level
Pt =

Mt
;
L(it+1; igt+1 )

which in terms of traded goods becomes
Pt =

Mt
:
^
L(it+1; igt+1 )qt

Thus, the aggregate price index is a function of nominal money supply, real money demand and the real
exchange rate. This expression di¤ers from the one in the paper by a factor 1=qt which is the inverse of the
real exchange rate.
The preceding allows us to relate the nominal exchange rate and the price level as
Pt = Et

1
:
qt

In the presence of non-traded goods the real exchange rate drives a wedge between the price level and the
nominal exchange rate. The model’s predictions for the nominal exchange rate remain unchanged, but the
price level now contains the real exchange rate term. Moreover, depending on the precise speci…cation of the
model, the real exchange rate q could appreciate or depreciate in response to an increase in the interest rate
ig . Hence, while the implications of a rise in ig on the exchange rate would stay unchanged, the predicted
e¤ect on P would not. This is the reason why we consider the model in the paper to be one that develops
predictions for the exchange rate and not the price level.
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